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In a somewhat unusual move, this tram was dropped into Moteton Bay to join numerous old cat tyres,
bodies and other material being deposited thete by
the Underwater Research Group to form an artificial
reef to encourage fish breeding. The lift was made by
a RAAF Chinook helicopter but it was found that the
body was too heavy and some parts had to be cut off.
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FRONT COVER: The feature article in this issue does not include the tramways that joined the
lllawarra railway in the Sydney suburbs. Nevertheless.
Baldwin type 11 in steam motor 13
illustrates
the general appearance of these small locomotives early in their public service -further
photos
herein show them in lllawarra industrial service. Motor 13 and CI type trailer are in Rocky Point
Road on the Kogarah-Sans
Souci tramway. This motor was built by Henry Vale in 1891 and went
new to the Kogarah line. It is numbered in the railway loco series and became 125A in the tramway
series in the 1905 renumbering. It was withdrawn after the Kogarah trolleybus conversion in 1931.
-SRA Archives
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Tramway Operations in the lllawarra
District of N.S.W.
Compiled by K. McCarthy

Introduction
Tramway operations on the lllawarra and South
Coast districts of N.S. W. belong to that "shade of
gray" area which exists in the transition from a
tramway to a railway. Most of the earlier private
railway operations in the lllawarra district belong
to this area, as the local press has many entries
outlining the operation of picnic and other special
passenger workings which fall into the tramway
category. In addition some of the colliery railways
in the district were constructed under "Tramway
Acts."
In this treatment the examples are limited to the
use of the former N.S.W.G.T. rolling stock in
industrial operations.
The article is divided into three clear sections:
1. The government tramway proposals in Wollongong and Nowra which were the subject of
government survey and enquiry.
2. The use of former NSWGT steam tramway
rolling stock on industrial works.
3. The employment of former Sydney electric
trams in shunting the PWDNSWGR sidings
and adjacent plants at Port Kembla.
The problem in compiling this article was to
know when to stop! In the late 1930's tramway
steam motors were used on the construction of the
Captains Flat railway, but this operation is well
beyond the lllawarra-South Coast region.
Railway breakwater activity occurred at Moruya
between 1923 and 1928 and again between 1948
and 1954 when PWD locos and rolling stock were
in use. There is a suggestion that NSWGT steam
motor 10A was et Moruya between 1907 and
1924. A tramway archive minute dated 25 November 1911 however states that this 9" motor was
stored disused at Randwick Workshops and was to
be scrapped immediately!
The possibility also exists that steam motors 58
(possibly ex Araluen) and another (possibly
NSWGT No. 40; which became PWD 55 were
employed in the Port Kembla district but no firm
evidence has yet been uncovered.
The material dealing with industrial railway
operation in this article has been confirmed in
reliable archives sources, press reports and photographs, but readers should not be surprised if later
research widens the field of industrial tramway
activity in the lllawarra region.

Wollongong and the adjacent municipalities
form the largest urban area in Australia never to
receive a street tramway system. In spite of this,
several tramway proposals were considered, at
least twelve former Sydney and Newcastle steam
tramway motors operated on industrial railways in
this region and three former Sydney electric trams
could be seen as late as 1956 shunting electrified
railway sidings at Port Kembla
Although the history of these tramway operations are sketchy, additional data, as well as
photographs, have been discovered in recent years
which now enables a fairly reliable story to be
presented on the subject
Conventional Tramway Proposals.
The Wollongong tramway scheme emerged
largely as a result of the solution to the arguments
which continued through the 1890's seeking the
location for a major port development in the area.
Four harbour proposals were considered at the turn
of the century:1. Wollongong Harbour.<') To be expanded by
the excavation of a channel southwards from
Belmore Basin into Tom Thumb Lagoon. (This
lagoon has been progressively dredged since the
mid 1950's to form the Port Kembla Inner
Harbour). This expansion scheme was first
proposed during 1887 and the Wollongong
Harbour Trust, which functioned between 1889
and 1895 unsuccessfully tried to carry out this
and other projects.
2. Lake lllawarra."' The lllawarra Harbour and
Land Corporation was formed to construct a
navigable channel from the ocean into Lake
lllawarra and to develop jetty facilities on the
western Dapto shore. Included in this proposal
was the construction of a railway linking the
jetties with the NSWGR at Dapto and the coal
seams in the escarpment beyond. Considerable
work was carried out on this scheme between
1890 and 1904. The feeder railways were
constructed for a distance of IVi miles at a cost of
£42,000, a jetty was provided at Elizabeth or
Tallawarra Point, the huge Dapto Smelters
opened in 1898 and work commenced on the
entrance works at Windang Island. The smelters
closed in 1905, the harbour works were never
completed and only two portions of the railway
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